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We humans have learnt to protect our skin with sunblock in recent years, but our wooden floors have been left exposed! Now, thanks to the development of Bona Sun Block treatment for pre-finished wood parquet, all that is about to change.

Following numerous customer requests and extensive lab testing, Bona has come up with a solution for consumers who want to keep the colour of their wooden floor as close as possible to the way it looked when they first bought it.

All wood is ultimately affected by exposure to light and air over time, but Sun Block slows the process down considerably. The precise effect of Sun Block depends on the wood species in question. All wood species benefit, but the lighter ones such as ash, beech, birch and maple enjoy the most dramatic and long lasting protection.

KEY BENEFITS
• Appeals to consumers who select a wood floor based on its colour
• Useful for architects specifying wooden floors as part of an interior scheme
• Lengthens the time a natural wood floor keeps its original colour
• Can be used for all kinds of wood, but is especially effective on light wood species
• Compatible with other products in the Bona System, such as Bona Naturale

Talk to your Bona representative!

Our Bona Sun Block UV System is customized for use on our customers’ production lines. To discuss the possibility of introducing Sun Block in your flooring range, don’t hesitate to get in touch with your local Bona representative.

BONA LIFETIME SUPPORT
Bona helps you preserve a perfect surface throughout the entire lifetime of your wooden floor. Partner with us and you not only get access to consistently high quality primary and after-market products, but also to the services and expertise that lie behind them, worldwide.